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Letter from the Executive Principal
Dear Families and Friends of St. Joseph’s
Another academic year draws to a close at St Joseph’s. This
year saw an unprecedented number of leavers as a bulge in our admissions some
years ago had caused a wave of students to move gradually though until their
departure this week. The leavers came from five classes with a total of seventeen
students and they made for a significant part of the St Joseph’s community.
We have been slowly getting ready for their final day by having several transition
events. The first of which was the day trip to Chessington which was kindly
donated by the Rotary Club of Great Britain. Our leavers also took a prominent
role in the famous St Joseph’s fashion show at the ‘Feeling Good Friday’ St
Joseph’s Sports and Fun Day. After tea and cake in the Orchard our leavers
dressed up in their finery, prior to their Prom event in Guildford, stopping en-route
at a pub garden on route.
Last week Bishop Richard led our Leavers Mass at which they were presented
with a hand-holding cross and a book (The Encyclopaedia of Catholicism), as well
as receiving an individual blessing from the Bishop to support them in the next
phase of their young adult life.
Our last Coffee Morning of the year was dedicated to the leavers too and most of
them attended to find out what this mysterious activity was. Our lovely kitchen staff
baked extra cake and flapjack and they were all invited to attend any of the Coffee
Mornings in the future. The leavers met with Natalie, our longstanding ex-pupil
who has been coming to the Coffee Mornings for many years. She was an
inspiration to them as she travels independently from Chessington using public
transport. This week’s Coffee Morning marked Natalie’s 26th anniversary since
leaving St Joseph’s.
At the end of term Certificates and Celebration Evening our Leavers received their
Record of Achievements; a documentary of their learning journey whilst at St
Joseph’s. During the week before the evening of celebration, Dawn Phillips and I
had met with each of them to go through their book and explain its importance, or
in some cases, just to reminisce through the pictures of their time at St Joseph’s.
It was emotional waving goodbye on Friday to young people who in many cases
have been at St Joseph’s either as long as I have or, even longer. We wish them
all every success as they go on into adulthood. We hope that they will come back
and visit us and let us know how they are getting on.
With around 280 staff its inevitable that folks move on to bigger and better things
or retire each year - if there could be such a thing as bigger and better than St
Joseph’s!
Our most significant staff leaver this year is Dawn Phillips who has been at St
Joseph’s for 23 years. I am personally indebted to Dawn as she delayed her
retirement, which was supposed to be last year, in order to support me through my
first year as Executive Principal.
Best wishes to you all, our love and prayers,
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STAFF NEWS

GOODBYE
& GOOD LUCK

TO ALL OUR LEAVERS

Wendy van der Westhuizen

Bethany Lickiss

Pilar Puche Puche

Tiffany O'Neil

Frederika Dicks

John Shaw

Abbi Day

Lucy Skinner

Bjorn Lange

Lauren Westlake

Stine Hansen

Dawn Phillips

Lewis Baldry-Reynolds
Martin Johnson

Lee van Praagh
Lizzie Astill

Lucy Spiers
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Twelve things about: John Coleman
Resources
WHAT TYPE OF PERSON ARE YOU?
Describe yourself in five words
(phrases!):

Friendly, Approachable, Helpful
Useful and Loyal

What’s top of your to-do list?

Move House

What’s your favourite biscuit?

Chocolate Hobnobs

What’s your top holiday destination?

Shropshire, currently

What wouldn’t you do for £1 million?

Put my hand in a wasp’s nest

Who would play you in a film of your
life?

Toby Jones

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES
The celebrity I’d most like to have had
as a teacher at my school was:

John Cleese

As a child I wanted to grow up to be:

A professional drummer (sadly a severe lack of talent
put paid to that!)

My most embarrassing moment in
school:

Ripping my trousers in a spirited game of British
Bulldog

If I’ve learned one thing, it’s:

….patience

I shouldn’t be telling you this, but:

I used to have a bubble-cut perm (no photographs
exist)

Tell us your best joke:

A man walks into a pet shop.
He says to the shopkeeper “I’d like to buy a wasp,
please”
The shopkeeper replies “We don’t stock wasps, Sir”
To which the man replies “Well - you’ve got one in your
window!!!”
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SCIENCE NEWS
Forest School Celebration Day - 29th June 2017
The clouds held their rain and the promise of a cool dry day set the tone for a fantastic Forest School
celebration day on the 29th June 2017. The students and staff were all prepared for the activities on
the day and we were pleased to be joined by families, Governors and friends of the school. The
atmosphere and enthusiasm was very encouraging.
Our students had a choice of participating in their preferred forest school activities for the day and
made great individual choices. This extended to their preference of pizza topping selected to top their
own made pizzas or bases. It was lovely to have a number of students willing to cook their pizzas in
the cob and outdoor ovens as independently as possible with support and some impressive adherence
to health and safety instructions!

Thanks to Lauren for sharing the lovely stories with the students as they enjoyed
their cooked pizzas or waited for them to be cooked.
Jan’s gentle snakes where definitely a major attraction and were
much loved by students and staff who were brave enough to
interact. Students enjoyed working on the organic cross and
other sensory pieces under the guidance of our expert wood
Sculptor, Ruth Wheeler who graced us with her presence on the
day. All the students were awarded a Forest School Celebration
Day certificate, with a special prize for Pheonix, who so readily
engages with the Forest School curriculum. Pheonix
successfully erected the tallest stick tower in the Stick Tower
Challenge Competition.

Caterpillars and Butterflies
Some unusual house guests arrived on the 8th June and have given us much joy
and a memorable learning experience! The new guests were Caterpillars; the
students and staff relocated the caterpillars into individual pots with food, and then
to their net habitats. They monitored the metamorphosis from caterpillars to
butterflies with fascination.
This experience has supported our learning in Life Cycles
and Living Things, as well as biodiversity in a practical,
close-up and hands-on fashion. Every step of this process
was educative including the release of the butterflies into the
wild. Everyone enjoyed the brilliant opportunity to learn and
develop knowledge and skills in caring for and nurturing
living things, which will be relevant for the real life experiences of our Students.
Well done to all students and staff for their enthusiasm and participation.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
St. Peter and St. Paul Liturgy - Thursday 29th June
We have been very fortunate this term to have had the occasion to celebrate Liturgies and Mass.
The Liturgy took place to mark the early founders of the Christian church, St Peter and St Paul. St
Peter was the first Catholic Pope. St Paul became a great preacher, following his conversion on the
road to Damascus (Acts 9: 1-19). The event was joyful and fun, as the young people learnt about the
Saints. The RE Inspectors who were also attending the Liturgy, commented on the good work St
Josephs does in delivering our liturgies. They appreciated the high level of participation by our
students and staff. As usual everyone felt included and happily joined in singing and signing to the
lovely selection of hymns.

Hindu Faith Culture Celebration - Monday 10th July

St Joseph’s celebrates and learns about other faiths of
the world. This term the students have been learning
about the Hindu faith and culture. We chose to
incorporate a number of Hindu traditions and practices in
an afternoon of celebration.
The afternoon started with an Indian food option in the
canteen for lunch time…thank you Alison’s team it was
very, very, tasty. We moved on to the orchard to see the
many different activities that had been set out for
everyone to enjoy; including Holi paint throwing/squirting
board, Bollywood music and dancing, tie-dyeing, mendhi
hand decorating, story telling, and finishing with Diwali puppet theatre.
There was also the opportunity to visit the Hindu Temple (assembled in the
artist in residence room). The event went very well, and the Holi paint throwing
to celebrate the Holi festival of colour, was very popular.
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CURRICULUM NEWS
Myths & Legends - Thursday 6th July 2017
A new and wonderful arts facility has been created in the
beautiful Surrey countryside and we were delighted to be
amongst those who have been invited to enjoy it.
Pupils from across each of the key stages of school and
college were delighted to attend a special workshop at the
Alderbrook Estate courtesy of Mr and Mrs Mittal.
The morning had been designed to appeal to everyone with
different Arts disciplines available. Students who attended
were able to chose from painting, weaving and drama.
Some workshops took place in the
Mittal’s purpose built art studio
overlooking
a
fabulous
lake
complete with swans. Here the
pupils completed willow weaving
with artist Judith Needham.
Judith and Kath have begun an art
collaboration in weaving which will
hopefully be available for viewing
during our October Arts Week. The
installation will be a woven Onion
Sculpture with further details available in the autumn term.
The students who chose painting were shown to the lake
deck where they took their inspiration from the landscape
painting.
Over
in
the
theatre, created by

the famous Chinese dissident artist AiWei-Wei, the pupils enjoyed a drama
workshop using trestle masks.
The
beautiful pavilion building is open at the
sides so that you can enjoy the
magnificent views of the estate grounds.
Here the students worked on dramas
inspired by the story of George and the
Dragon. The photos show how engaged
and committed everyone was. We all had
a fabulous time and we are very grateful to
Cranleigh NADFAS and the Mittal’s for
their support and the opportunity to use the
wonderful facility.
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FEELING GOOD WEEK

St. Joseph’s as a family looks forward to Feeling
Good Week. A time when students, staff, families
and friends come together. Everyday offered up
some time to reflect on the many things that lift our
spirits and to enjoy occasions where we could
share in acts of joyful expression.
This year our week included 
Monday
Julie Walters visiting radio station for interview
with BBC School Reporters.

Tuesday
Kidsmore Farm Visit Scones, cream and jam available for staff at the
end of the day.

Wednesday
Indian Dance Workshop
Bouncy castle and giant slide for all students to
enjoy.
Front Lawn for hot dogs and skinny chips in a box
for lunch accompanied by
School Band + Indian dancer + Story time

Thursday
Arts morning at Alderbook Estate

Friday
Sports & Fun Day - Sports Carousel and Races
on the Sports Field.
Picnic Lunch
Stalls: Enterprise groups, Raffle, Plants, Ice
creams, Clothes, Tea & Cakes, Bric a brac
Dance show + Raffle
Staff & Student Fashion show.
Staff to relax by pool for swim and drinks at the end of
the day.
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LEAVERS’ PROM PARTY
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CURRICULUM NEWS
Leavers’ Mass - Thursday 13th July
We were delighted to welcome Bishop Richard Moth , Bishop of
Arundel & Brighton to celebrate our wonderful Leavers Mass.
This year, we gathered together in the Marquee on the front lawn,
on a lovely sunny summer’s day. The event was very special
marking the start and end of journeys at St Joseph’s, supported by
parents and our RE Governor.
To embrace the start of personal journey’s the Chaplain presented
seven students who have begun their Sacramental Programme, to
receive a blessing from the bishop. The students are undertaking
instruction in preparation for the Sacraments of Confirmation, First
Holy Communion, Reconciliation, and Baptism within the Catholic
Church. It was very moving to see all the students happily come
forward.
As befits the focus of the Mass, after communion, the students who
are leaving this year were invited to come to the altar to receive a
blessing and a gift.
It was a very special

moment, and very moving to witness the students approach the
Bishop to receive Christian gifts in memory of their time at St Joseph’s
and to support them during the next stage of their life journey. The
staff who are leaving St Joseph’s were also called forward, and
received a St Joseph’s candle to remember to bring the light of the
school into their new roles. The occasion was therefore mixed with
many emotions of joy, sadness, delight, and wonder at how much
positive progress has been made by the students from when they first
started at St Joseph’s. Their journey to young adulthood has been
significant. The final hymn of the Mass really symbolised the very
special event we were marking of moving forward in our life’s to
embrace it’s newness in the words: “One more step along the world I
go… from the old things to the new, keep me travelling along with
you…”. We pray that God continues to surround us with His love and
give protection to all our young people and staff at St Joseph’s.
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END OF TERM NEWS
Residential Care Party
The end of the school term is an opportunity to celebrate for all the staff,
children and young people who call St. Joseph’s their home for some or
all of the year. The Residential Party is one of the most anticipated and
enjoyable events of the whole calendar and this year was no exception.
A discussion took place to agree a theme and the challenge was laid
down! This year the theme was to come to the party dressed in
something beginning with P!!! In fact it soon became obvious that entry
to John Bosco Garden would only be permitted if you had entered into
the spirit of the Party!

Dawn Phillips’ Leaving Party

Dawn Phillips joined St. Joseph’s in 1994 as a TA and over the next 23
years as well as gathering a multitude of friends amongst the staff and
fond memories of working with many of our students. Over 300 students
have joined the School Roll since Dawn began!
Colleagues who have worked with Dawn now and in the past joined us
at a celebration of all that she has achieved. From the powerpoint it was
clear that it has been full of challenges and achievements including her
degrees and appointments to Assistant Principal and SENCo lead. We
will all miss Dawn’s guidance and support but are relieved that she has
agreed to still visit us next year, in an advisory capacity.
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CURRICULUM NEWS
PARENTS’ EVENINGS

Families, friends, staff and students have all
noticed a change in venue for the Parents
Evenings this year. We were delighted to be able to
host many of our summer celebrations in the
marquee and gazebos on the front lawn. The
weather this year has been so conducive to being
outside enjoying the sunshine. Indeed the marquee
first went up to ensure that there was sufficient
shade during the brief period when the weather
was really unusually hot.
There have been many positive comments about
the outside setting and the freedom it has offered
for students who chose to take a brief break and
rejoin. It is something that we will certainly consider
again, weather permitting.
Key Stage 1/2/3 Parents Evening started with
meeting teachers and therapists in the classrooms
followed by talks hosted by Fairley Allan on the
new Pathways arrangements for 2017/18. There
was then time to visit and talk with the specialist
subject teachers and even time to enjoy some art
activities. The main event of the evening was of
course the presentation of certificates and the
wonderful powerpoints which showed the many
different activities that each class has enjoyed
throughout the year. It was a lovely evening and a
pleasure to see so many of the students enjoying
their well deserved praise.
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CURRICULUM NEWS
Traditionally we host the final
Parents Evening of the year on the
last evening of term, this is to
support families who need to travel
some distance to school to see their
children and young people. These
young people have the option of
then leaving with their families for
the long summer holidays.
As always the Key Stage 4/5
Parents Evening involved the
awarding
of
certificates
and
recognising the achievements of
students from across all the
classes.
The
teachers
had
prepared
powerpoints of the years events
and the students and families
enjoyed remembering the events .
As the students were called out
they were applauded and they all
appeared to have enjoyed the
limelight.
A significant part of the evening is
of course the sharing of the
Records of Achievement for the
Leavers. This year we have 17
students who will be moving on to
new colleges; which is the largest
number of leavers we have had for
many years. Their enthusiasm and
presence around the school and
college will be sadly missed in
September and all the staff and
governors wish them well in their
new placements.

Good Luck &
Best Wishes
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CURRICULUM NEWS
Work Experience & Work Related Learning
The Work Experience programme at St Joseph’s Specialist College is a very successful vehicle in
helping students recognise their own skills, developing attributes that will support their employability,
alongside demonstrating to their placement providers that they are a useful addition to their teams.
This year Sainsbury’s in Cranleigh have
welcomed in three of our students. They
have gone through the interview process
and have had basic safety training. One of
our students hopes to continue next year,
whilst the other two are leaving for pastures
new. One of these students has been so
motivated by her time “at work” that she has
applied for paid jobs both in the holidays
and for next year.
All three students are proud to wear the
Sainsbury’s uniforms and they are very conscientious in tidying the aisles of cardboard and in
presenting the products well.
We also have two students volunteering at Oxfam Bookshop in
Cranleigh. They are using and developing their organisational
skills to support Simon the manager. During their work shifts, the
students sort books, ensure gift aid stickers are added to the
appropriate books, cull and re stock shelves whilst checking the
price is right and the department codes are correct. Time spent
with the customers also require the students to pay attention to
their dress code. A social skill that will serve them well in adult
life.
Both
students
look
forward to their shifts and
have learnt a great deal
about maintaining good
relationships with the other volunteer staff and the visiting
public. It has been a really beneficial partnership and has
helped build confidence and independence.
Café in the Park at Dunsfold Aerodrome have been very
generous in their support and we have had a student with
them for the last four years. This has allowed five students to
learn skills both front of house and behind the scenes in the
kitchen. This was a sharp learning curve for some of the
students but it helped them recognise their skill sets and their
preferences. Some had a flair for front of house because they
loved the interaction with the customers and the use of the till
and coffee machine. More reserved students thrived in the
kitchen and increased their confidence in food preparation as
well as completing the chores of washing up.
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CURRICULUM NEWS
A Huge Thank You to our Community Partnerships
We have also developed some excellent links with Cranleigh
School who have supported us with a short but very sweet, eight
week placement in the stables and also a long term partnership
with the grounds team. This last placement has been really
fruitful and those who like to work outdoors and tame nature
within our school environment have gone on to greater
responsibilities and bigger machinery to work with. All these
skills can be added to the students CV. One student has gone
on to take a college place at Brinsbury College in Horticultural
studies due to his work in our horticultural department and his
two work experiences in grounds departments.
Sayers Croft Activity Centre in Cranleigh have also provided us
with multiple placements to volunteer and work alongside students from local mainstream schools. We
have also had two students help them maintain the grounds to make it a safe environment for all the
youngsters to learn in. They have uprooted trees, planted raspberry bushes, tamed brambles, and laid
bark chippings under the high ropes and zip wire amongst many other team work opportunities.
We have recently begun a new partnership with the Milk
Churn café in Rudgwick. The students have an interview
before they are accepted on their placements. Our speech
therapists support them in preparing for this. At the cafe our
student has been helping with the food preparation and
serving customers. His aspiration is to be a chef so this is an
excellent opportunity to develop his skills in a catering
setting.
We are also very lucky in
partnering with Beechwood
Farm in Barns Green. Here
three students have gained
confidence in handling and
caring for a variety of farm
animals. One of the highlights has to be the interaction with the new
born lambs in the spring. The students have worked as a team to
ensure each animal receives the right food. They also have the job of
collecting the eggs from the hen houses, cleaning them and placing
them in the egg trays or boxes. They certainly work hard and realise
what a demanding and physical job farming is.

We would like to say a huge thank
you to all our external partnerships
and hope that they will be recognised
for what a difference they are making
to the confidence and employability
of our students.
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COMMUNITY ACTION NEWS
Arts Workshops
On Fri 30th June Kath Hitchings our Art Teacher had the privilege of
running a number of workshops in 'Spiritual Journaling' for teachers and
other staff throughout the Worthing Deanery.
The Event was enjoyed by several other
schools from the federation, as well as Bishop
Richard Moth. The workshop itself was
included in a programme of Reflective CPD for
around 120 staff at Chatsmore Catholic
Secondary School.
It was a purposeful, creative time and Kath
was very encouraged to hear stories from
several staff regarding their passion and
commitment to the teaching profession. She
was also reminded of the many benefits of working within a faith school and the pastoral strength
and moral backbone that permeates many of these school communities.

Let’s keep hydrated!
It is that warm, sunny and beautiful time of the year again when keeping
hydrated is more important than ever. This academic year, students
have received new water bottles with Makaton symbols.
As part of a Eco Schools Summer Term Projet, we have recycled the old
waterbottles and made them available for staff.
The symptoms of dehydration include tiredness, sleepiness, headaches,
dry skin, dry lips and dizziness. With most of our students having
communication difficulties, it is very important for us to continue being vigilant in keeping our
students hydrated.

Academic Year 2017-2018 School Day Arrangements
Following stakeholder consultation and Governor approval the new Education Day Timings for
Academic Year 2017 - 2018 have been agreed. They are as follows ;





9.30am - 3.15pm : Monday
9.00am - 3.15pm : Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
9.00am - 3.00pm : Friday

Please note that the timings for first and last days of each half term will be as above except
for the last day of the Summer Term when we will finish at 1pm.
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APPEAL
We have been asked to share the research data appeal from a Doctorate Student at the University of
Southampton. The details are below and any questions should be directed to Alexandra herself.
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PUZZLE CORNER
For those who prefer a literacy based challenge, this term each newsletter will feature a word puzzle
based around a song title. You are invited to make as many words from the phrase offered, as you
can. In this edition the phrase is

“All Summer Long”
Of course there are those who
prefer
a
numeracy
based
challenge and for the whole of this
term we offer this challenging
suduko for you to work through.
We hope you have enjoyed this
puzzle and if you would like a copy
of the answer please contact the
office in September.
office@stjosephscranleigh.surrey.sch.uk
This is your last chance to
challenge yourself with this puzzle,
a new one will be included in the
first newsletter of next term.
The puzzles are just for the fun of
it, but we will be happy to publish
the names of those winners in the
newsletter.
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THERAPY NEWS
Makaton - Signs of the Week
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THERAPY NEWS
Occupation Therapy - Tips
Personal Space
Does your child climb on people, grab on to you or is always just a bit too close?


Your child may be under-registering ‘proprioceptive’ input (the sensation received through the
muscles and joints in the body) and therefore lacks body awareness. A child with poor body
awareness will struggle to adhere to a personal space bubble. If your child’s body doesn’t easily
register this type of sensory input they may have a strong need to seek extra out. Climbing on
people or grabbing hold of your arm provides deep pressure touch through the muscles and can
be very calming for the nervous system.

Ideas to help:

Increase the amount of heavy work and play tasks e.g. carrying washing, playing push and pull
games

Try a vibrating pillow or massager

Use compression clothing

When doing seated activities use a weighted lap pad or weighted jacket

Hugs – big bear hugs if they will tolerate it

Whilst your child is lying on the floor roll a gym ball up and down the body with light pressure

When bathing encourage firm washing of whole body with a massager or soft brush

Knead bread or cookie mix

Dig in the garden and then push the wheel barrow

Speech & Language - App of the Week
Animal Games for Kids (Free) by Scott Adelman Apps Inc
This animal puzzle app has lovely colourful pictures. The app can be
used to creatively to reinforce animal vocabulary, colours and question
words.
The free version includes 4 different puzzles and you can upgrade the
app by purchasing the remaining 8 puzzles for £1.99.
Features:
* 12 different animal puzzles to choose from with beach, arctic, and forest
themes!
* Bright and fun animal images with animations when the puzzles are
completed!
* Optimized for both phone and tablets
* Positive encouragement.
* Paint bubbles to pop at the end of each puzzle!
* Increasing difficulty.
* Easy for kids to use and control
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Dates for your diary
Autumn Term 2017/18
SEPTEMBER
Wednesday 6th

First Day of Term - Students to arrive at 9.00am

Wednesday 20th

Family Coffee Morning - 10.30 - 12noon

Wednesday 27th

Harvest Festival - KS1/2/3 12.45 -1 .15pm KS 4/5 2.45 - 3.15pm

OCTOBER
w/b Monday 2nd

Grandparents Week - Event to be advised

Saturday 14th

Grounds Day 10am - 12.30pm

w/b Monday 16th

Arts Week Activities

Wednesday 18th

Family Coffee Morning

Opening of Willow Onion Sculpture

Our Lady Liturgy & Procession

Friday 20th

St. Joseph’s “Oscars” Ceremony

Friday 20th

Last Day of Autumn 1 Term - Students to depart at
3.00pm

Monday 30th

First Day of Autumn 2 Term - Students to arrive at
9.30am

The next newsletter will be published on Friday 22nd September 2017.

